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What really happened to George Floyd no peace no justice will be made unless the man and 

woman compromised the whether justified or not that’s determine. And black men and woman 

by the hand of white police. With troubled world the need for justice. Then brutal cops abusing 

people. We’re rebuilding wasted cities as a new movement begins killing of black Chicago seeks 

forgers charged of police being wild in the streets. And black lives matter because it was more 

things about George Floyd. They pushed the old man and he cracked his head wide open for it 

knows this will change people’s lives. Protest will grow in Atlanta after man fatally shot by 

police. Man fatally shot by police at fast food drive thru in Atlanta he was asleep in his car he 

was killed after physical confrontation with two officers they shot Rashard Brooks and this 

makes me question because I don’t think that there’s no more justice? To Mayor Keisha Lance 

Bottoms racist protests continue to spread following the death of George Floyd, leading to calls 

to defend police departments and take family attorney about an interview Brooks gave on like 

had to die. Over do things stop social justice Robert Puller’s half-brother killed in deputy  

involved shooting, attorney says. Officer garret Rolfe faces changes, including felony murder. If 

convicted faces life in prison without parole the death penalty. As of this result will be insure that 

it’s not the only thing about it and more because there’s no peace to end this crisis you know 

everything within an hour of work. We need peace and justice and freedom and black lives 

matter to the world to try to make some changes for Floyd and Brooks have justice the only thing 

is to finally had to take down the common good. The nonviolence maters of strategy and even 

the poor people are involved as well as the others just like everyone else. Was charged with fatal 

shooting of Rashard brooks.  According to the document, Taylor’s boyfriend Kenneth Walker for 

justice and more freedom. All the pain we suffer from this is no fate no hate it’s in god’s hands 

Black lives matter. I can’t breathe protest they didn’t need to kill them like George Floyd and 

Rashard Brooks their lives are still worn but the broken and nothing should brought upon us. We 

shall live a better life we black people and whites come together and unite bring what had been 

taken what was stolen from us. They freedom and glory away from us and the officers are 

responsible for this. Those people didn’t deserve what happened to them and we need to be free 

of all this just try to get away from it because of when to all these poor people we need to do 

something about it. Like what I think that they should make sure to keep every person in the 

house so they can be safe. Stay positive good things will happen eventually will come. We 

Trump to stop talking because he just make it worse and hard for people than it already is always 

gone.   


